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Abstract
Parsing natural language queries into formal database calls is a very well-studied problem. Because of the rich diversity of
semantic markers across the world’s languages, progress in solving this problem is irreducibly language-dependent. This
has created an asymmetry in progress in NLIDB solutions, with most state-of-the-art efforts focused on the resource-rich
English language, with limited progress seen for low resource languages. In this short paper, we present Makadi, a large-scale,
complex, cross-lingual, cross-domain semantic parsing and text-to-SQL dataset for semantic parsing in the Hindi language.
Produced by translating the recently introduced English language Spider NLIDB dataset, it consists of 9693 questions and
SQL queries on 166 databases with multiple tables which cover numerous domains. It is the first large-scale dataset in the
Hindi language for semantic parsing and related language understanding tasks. Our dataset is publicly available at the github
repository: https://github.com/neg-loss/Makadi.git.
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1.

Introduction

glish language. We preferred working with the mixed
language because it represents the real-world scenario
closely as Hindi speakers generally substituting English terms into their Hindi speech rather than trying to define Hindi equivalents. We combined Hindi
and English words using the Roman script, transliterating from Hindi to English using existing libraries
(Kunchukuttan, 2020).

Semantic parsing involves mapping natural language
sentences to a formal meaning representation, mainly
to query an information source. It requires understanding the meaning of natural language sentences
and mapping to meaning representations such as logical forms or directly into some programming language
like SQL, Python, etc.
Researchers have developed several machine learning
models that perform semantic parsing well in test evaluations. Recent advances in semantic parsing have improved the accuracy of neural parsers(Jia and Liang,
2016)(exact match accuracy on ATIS(Price, 1990; Dahl
et al., 1994), 83.3), (Dong and Lapata, 2016)(correct answer accuracy percentage on ATIS, 84.6) and
(Wang et al., 2020)(exact match accuracy on Spider(Yu
et al., 2018), 65.6). These models are fuelled by
the training data available to them. Other approaches
to NLIDB which do not require large training data
based on keywords such as NLP-Reduce(Kaufmann et
al., 2007)(69.6% and 67.7% average recall and precision respectively on JOBS(Tang and Mooney, 2001)),
and based on parsing such as Athena(Saha et al.,
2016)(100% precision and 88.3% recall on MAS1 ) also
exist. Since English is a resource-rich language, there
exist numerous datasets for training such models, for
example, Spider(Yu et al., 2018) and WikiSQL(Zhong
et al., 2017). We compare our dataset with these two
English language NLIDB datasets in Table 1. However, for resource-scarce languages, it becomes very
difficult to find such resources, let alone have some
model to tackle the problem. In this paper, we present
a human-labeled dataset for cross-lingual and crossdomain semantic parsing equivalent to the existing Spider(Yu et al., 2018) dataset in Hindi mixed with the En1

Creating such a dataset was challenging for many reasons. First, it wasn’t always possible to find neat Hindi
equivalents of many words from the English language
or if they were there, they were too complicated to
be used since they made look sentences not very appealing. For example, the query “Return the average
price of products that have each category code.” was
translated to “pratyek category code vaale product ka
ausat price lautaen.” not translating category to shrenee. Second, table attributes present in the database
were to be renamed mostly to suit the references made
in the queries. For example, in most database tables,
there was a column named Name and we translated
it to naam such that query like “Chocolate” naam ke
product ka description kya hai? stay consistent and refer to the existent database attributes. The third and
the most ambiguous part was a balance of the languages used in the queries so that it represents realworld scenarios as closely as possible. For example,
the query “Find the phone number of all the customers
and staff.” was translated into “sabhee customer aur
staff ke phone number ka pata lagaen.” instead of translating into “sabhee graahakon aur karmachaariyon ke
phone number ka pata lagaen.”. Another possibility related to databases was to even update values available
in the database tables. For most of the cases, we chose
not to update them as they are just constants and can
be referred to in the same way as they were referred
to in the queries in the original dataset. To the best of
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thors collected 40 databases from DatabaseAnswers2
having thousands of data models across a wide range
of domains. These were populated with dummy data
using an online tool3 and then manually corrected by
the authors. Other 70 complex databases from SQL
tutorial websites, textbook examples, and database
courses were taken, and the remaining 90 databases
were created from WikiSQL containing about 500
tables from different domains. The creation of this
massive dataset nearly took overwhelming 1100 hours
of manual effort. The authors published the dataset
which included 1,034 queries in the dev set, 8,659
queries in the train set, and 488 queries in the test
set. The authors chose not to make the test set public
and is used to evaluate different proposed models
and maintain a leaderboard4 . Along with the queries,
it even contained corresponding SQLite databases
and SQL scripts to generate those databases. Also,
a table.json file included with the dataset describes
the database table attributes and the foreign key
relationship existing among them. We also found that
the dataset contained 7 databases with empty tables5 .
It is crucial for models like RAT-SQL(Wang et al.,
2020) to have values in the tables as they use value
linking. We even found out that one of the databases
was missing a table from the SQL script and we took
care of it.

our knowledge, there does not exist any such dataset
for Hindi-English mixed language.

Figure 1: Our corpus contains queries of varying complexity. The above figure shows one such Natural language query and the corresponding SQL query. A Foreign key constraint is also shown in the above example.

2.

Related Work and Existing Datasets

Several semantic parsing datasets with different queries
have been created. The natural language used in these
datasets is generally English. The meaning representations in these datasets can be in any format e.g.,
logical forms. Historic, monolingual datasets include
GeoQuery(Zelle and Mooney, 1996), JOBS(Tang
and Mooney, 2001), ATIS(Price, 1990; Dahl et al.,
1994). They have been used extensively by (Zelle and
Mooney, 1996; Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Wong
and Mooney, 2007; Dong and Lapata, 2016; Liang
et al., 2011). Other existing text-to-SQL datasets are
Restaurants(Popescu et al., 2003; Tang and Mooney,
2001), Scholar(Iyer et al., 2017), Academic(Li and
Jagadish, 2014), Yelp, and IMDB(Yaghmazadeh et
al., 2017), Advising (Finegan-Dollak et al., 2018)
containing 378, 817, 196, 128 and 131 natural language questions respectively. These datasets have been
studied for decades in the NLP community(Warren
and Pereira, 1982; Popescu et al., 2003; Li et al., 2006;
Giordani and Moschitti, 2012; Wang et al., 2017; Xu
et al., 2018; Yaghmazadeh et al., 2017).
The very large semantic parsing dataset WikiSQL(Zhong et al., 2017) contained 80,654 natural
language queries and 26,521 databases in it. However,
each database contained just one table and hence all
the queries in it are simple. Spider(Yu et al., 2018)
contains 10,181 queries in the English language with
over 200 databases covering 138 domains. It contains
multiple tables per database with referential constraints
allowing to have complex queries in it. The recently
published dataset MTOP(Li et al., 2021) consists of
100k annotated utterances in 6 languages(English,
Hindi, Spanish, Thai, French, and German) across 11
domains for multilingual semantic parsing.

Our Approach To start with, we took each statement
in the English language from the dataset and translated
it into an equivalent Hindi language statement. The
translation process was somewhat controlled in the
sense that we did not translate the queries completely(see table 2). We chose to skip translating some
very commonly used English words and maintained a
balanced extent of translation. The motivation behind
such balanced translation came from the fact that Hindi
speakers in general do not purely use a single language
in day-to-day life. Instead, they very frequently use
common words from English and sometimes even
from local vernaculars. To speed up the translation
process, we used Google translate6 . In order to have
the references made in the queries relevant, we even
updated the table attributes like column names and
table names suitably keeping the changes minimal.
Although we had the option of translating values
from the tables but we strongly avoided that because
they are constants and can be referred to in a fashion
similar to the original dataset. However, some of the
values were changed to make the queries look more
natural. For example, in the query “sabhee mahila
sankaay sadasyon ke lie pahala naam, antim naam
2

http://www.databaseanswers.org/
http://filldb.info/
4
https://yale-lily.github.io/spider
5
Academic, Music, Scholar, Yelp, Geo, Restaurants,
IMDB
6
https://translate.google.com/
3

3.

Corpus Construction

The original Spider dataset consisting of 200 databases
was constructed using mainly three sources. The au-
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Dataset
WikiSQL
Spider
Makadi

#Q
80,654
10,181
9,693

# SQL
77,840
5,963
5,294

# DB
26,521
200
166

# Domain
138
133

# Table/DB
1
5.1
5.27

ORDER BY
0
1335
1150

GROUP BY
0
1491
1261

HAVING
0
388
313

Table 1: Statistics about different text-to-SQL datasets. Makadi is the only text-to-SQL dataset in code-mixed
English and romanized Hindi language.
Original Query
What are the names of the
pilots in alphabetical order?
Which accelerator name
contains substring ”Opera”??
What is the model of the car
with the smallest amount of horsepower?

Google Translation
paayalaton ke naam
varnaanukram mein kya hain?
kis tvarak naam mein ”opera”,
sabastring shaamil hai?
sabase kam ashvashakti
vaalee kaar ka modal kya hai?

Balanced Translation
pilots ke naam
varnaanukram mein kya hain?
kis accelerator naam mein ”Opera”
substring shaamil hai?
sabase kam horsepower
vaalee car ka model kya hai?

Table 2: This is how we did the balanced annotation. We avoided translating queries completely.
aur phone number dikhaen”, the word mahila is value
in one of the tables of Activity database. Keeping the
consistency with the updated queries, we updated corresponding SQL queries. Since our dataset is derived
from the Spider dataset, it also inherits all the qualities
automatically. For example, our dataset covers a vast
range of SQL patterns with the SQL components
SELECT with multiple columns and aggregations,
WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, LIMIT, JOIN,
INTERSECT, EXCEPT, UNION, AND, EXISTS,
OR, NOT IN, LIKE along with several nested
queries. However, we faced another set of challenges
while annotating the original dataset. We considered
the following points.
A) Language balance. While creating the dataset, we
felt that making a complete translation won’t be the
best thing to do. Because, in general, Hindi speakers
often use English and this has become so normal that
everybody does that. So to make our dataset more
general and near-real world, we decided to keep a
few English words. But now the question was about
to what extent the translations were to be made. The
commonality of a word in a language differs from
person to person, as one person might be using some
particular word than some other person. So, it was
difficult on deciding which word to consider common
and which word to not. To assure that the language
style is consistent enough, two Hindi speakers did the
validation and suggested improvements.

shown improvement. Another work (Bogin et al.,
2019) too emphasize schema encoding and schema
linking to produce the results.
C) Missing SQL script. We found out that in the
original dataset, 7 SQL scripts were missing from the
dataset. We created them ourselves. For this, we used
sqlite_web7 to read the corresponding SQLite
databases and write the script. We also found out that
several databases just had empty tables in the dataset.

4.

Dataset Statistics and Comparison

We have summarized the statistics about our corpus
already in table1. To the best of our knowledge, no
such dataset is known to exist. In our dataset, we provide a dev set and a train set consisting of respectively
1,034 and 8,659 queries along with their SQL equivalents. We also ship 166 SQLite databases along with
SQL scripts to generate them. We could not provide the
test set and corresponding SQL queries as we did not
have access to them as of writing. Since there does not
exist any dataset like ours, providing a detailed comparison is a difficult task. Our dataset poses a little
varied challenge to the models from what other text-toSQL datasets present. It tests the generalization ability
of the models to new and varied domains under crosslanguage settings.

5.

Task Definition

With our dataset, we define a text-to-SQL task that differs from earlier text-to-SQL or more generally semantic parsing datasets which are monolingual in nature.
Our dataset contains English transliterated natural language queries in the Hindi language and SQL queries
distributed over vast domains. Thus, we evaluated a
state-of-the-art text-to-SQL model using Hindi word
embeddings on our dataset. Since our dataset contains

B) Query reference. While doing the translations, it
was an absolute possibility to produce a translation in
such a way that the query does not refer to the tables
and columns in it at all and at the same time keep the
query intent. We focused on avoiding such kinds of
translations as it is natural to have references to the
database in the query presented. RAT-SQL (Wang
et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2019) have used the idea of
schema linking and value linking extensively and have
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Component
SELECT
WHERE
GROUP BY
ORDER BY
KEYWORDS
Query Count

Easy
62.22(90.32)
33.63(84.01)
48.64(76.92)
49.99(73.46)
78.80(89.90)
248

Query Type
Hard
64.36(93.10)
18.18(64.89)
36.36(88.31)
55.55(83.33)
64.07(84.39)
174

Medium
44.59(80.44)
30.60(72.58)
44.79(71.96)
28.77(74.66)
73.49(91.79)
446

Extra Hard
40.36(80.12)
15.02(46.15)
38.09(71.89)
73.07(77.70)
61.16(75.30)
166

Overall
51.47(84.89)
26.09(68.67)
41.87(74.67)
52.77(77.58)
70.20(86.84)
1034

Table 3: F1 scores for different levels of the SQL queries on our dataset. Values shown in brackets correspond to
F1 scores of GloVe version of RAT-SQL(Wang et al., 2020) on the dev set of the Spider dataset.
mixed code i.e. English and romanized Hindi, we expected reduced performance on this dataset than English datasets. The size of the performance gap is expected to be informative about the opportunity cost of
attempting to tailor semantic parsing tasks to multilingual datasets such as ours. As is conventional in
such analyses, we do not include queries that require
any form of common sense or knowledge from the outside world.

6.

consisted of a few English words. We did the transliteration of the Hindi words and then used them. Since
the model was not designed for a dataset like ours, unsurprisingly, it gave Exact match accuracy of 35.48%
and 9.03% on easy and extra hard level queries respectively when trained for 40,000 steps. On medium and
hard queries, it gave 21.97% and 14.36% exact match
accuracy respectively, and overall it was found to be
21.85%. We present F1 scores of component matching
in Table 3. The results described above are based on
how the model performed on the dev set and not on the
test set as we did not have access to the test set.

Evaluation Metrics

To measure the performance of different models, we
consider Component matching and Exact matching as
described in Spider Dataset.

There is a clear performance gap in model performance going from English to Hindi. RAT-SQL manages to identify individual SQL clauses in natural language Hindi sentences in Makadi, leading to component matching performance of between 0.26-0.70,
compared with 0.68-0.86 for similar tasks in English.
However, exact match accuracy shows a much larger
performance deficit, with overall accuracy at 21.85%
in contrast with 59.67% (± 2% depending on a random
seed) seen in English semantic parsing.

Component Matching In a SQL query, there is a
possibility of having several components for which
order doesn’t matter. To avoid ordering of components,
we can first parse the gold SQL and decoded SQL
into several sub-components and see if the same
components exist in both sets.
Exact Matching We use the concept of component
matching described above to find if the gold SQL and
predicted SQL are exactly the same or not. This way
equivalent gold SQL and predicted SQL will be treated
the same even if some components in predicted SQL
are in a different order from those in gold SQL.

We consider some possible explanations for this gap
below. First, RAT-SQL(Wang et al., 2020) uses GloVe9
and BERT pre-trained word embeddings for English
semantic parsing, which offer comprehensive coverage
for all English language words. Since a large number
of English words were missing from the FastText Hindi
embeddings used in our test, it is obvious to have poor
performance for any model. Thus, an obvious direction
of future work is to produce word embeddings for English and (romanized) Hindi words in a single vector
space. Second, sometimes there exist several different
transliterations for a word and in that case, which produces ambiguity in naive approaches like the one we
have currently used. More sophisticated approaches
could use approximate string matching techniques to
map these possibilities to a single word embedding for
that word. Thus, finding good semantic parsing models
for mixed language datasets like Makadi offers several
clear directions for improvement.

Hardness Criteria As in the original dataset, our
dataset too contained SQL queries of varying hardness.
The hardness criteria depend upon a number of SQL
components included in it. For example, queries consisting of just one SELECT component would be considered easier than the one with multiple SELECT components. There are four categories related to hardness:
easy, medium, hard and extra hard.

7.

Result and Analysis

To test the usability of our corpus, we evaluated our
corpus on the model given by (Wang et al., 2020). We
made minor modifications to it. For example, we used
Hindi word embeddings from FastText8 which also
8

9

https://fasttext.cc/
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8.

Conclusion
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In this paper, we present Makadi covering a variety
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